INTERCOM

BASIC

SERIES

BASIC SERIES INTRODUCTION
The BASIC series of ASL Intercom Products offers a cost effective solution for the smaller network where a full duplex, one or two-channel
party-line communication system is required, based on a standard balanced mic cable interconnect system. The installation requires no
expert knowledge and a fool-proof wiring concept with superior
control layout allows easy installation and comfortable operation.

A current driven interconnect loop
ensures operator listening levels do
not change as stations are added or
removed from the network.
High quality push-pull headphone
amplifiers are employed and the complete system offers a frequency
response of 200Hz to 13kHz with a
dynamic range of 80dB. Special proprietary frequency contouring circuitry
ensures high intelligibility for voice
communications.

HEADSETS
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Headsets with dynamic or electret
microphones can be connected as
standard. The mic gain can be adjusted internally to suit all possible input
levels and a headset detection circuitry ensures the mic pre-amp is active
only when a headset is connected.
Headset volume controls enable the
user to listen to the communication
signal at any required level and, at
dual channel stations, to the signals
of both channels in any required balance.

POWER SUPPLIES
All the power supplies are of the
switchmode type. They are fully protected such that if there is a short circuit, faulty wiring, or a dangerous
thermal condition, power will be
reduced and eventually shut down.
Once the faulty condition has been
removed, the power supply will auto-

matically reset and full power will be
restored.

CALL
The combined visual and audio call
system covers light and/or sound sensitive environments. CALL buttons
enable the user to generate a call signal to each channel separately. An
incoming or outgoing call signal is
indicated by a large red LED. If a CALL
button is held for more than 2 seconds, the internal audio buzzer is activated. The volume of the buzzer
sound can be trimmed or muted.

TALK
TALK buttons with green LED indicator enable the user to talk to one
channel only or to two channels
simultaneously.

SIDETONE
For each channel at an intercom station, a sidetone trimmer is provided
to adjust the level of the users voice
as heard over his own headset.

■
■
■
■
■
■

General
Dynamic range
CALL signal (send)
CALL signal threshold (receive)

80 dB (1kHz, THD<1%)
+2,4 mA
+2,5 VDC

Power Supply
Mains voltage range
DC output voltage
Max output current

100 - 240 V AC 50/440Hz autoselect
+30 V +/-5% DC
1,5 A continuous, 2 A peak

Intercom Line
Impedance
Audio level

350 Ω at 1 kHz
nom. -18 dBu; max. +4 dBu

Mic Pre-amp
Mic impedance (headset mic)
Gain
Frequency response

200 Ω
40 - 70 dB adjustable internally
200 Hz - 13 kHz (-3dB)

Output Amp
Max output level
Max output power (headset)
Headphone impedances

9 V rms
400 mW rms into 200 Ω
50 Ω - 2 K Ω

Sidetone Rejection

Adjustable 0 - 30 dB

Note: 0 dBu defined as 775 mV rms into open circuit.
In keeping with our policy of continued improvement, ASL reserve the right to alter specifications without further notice. This range of products was designed, developed and produced by ASL Intercom BV, Utrecht, Holland.

ARCHITECTS AND
ENGINEERS SPECIFICATIONS

AUX PROGRAM INPUT

The intercom system shall be of the full duplex type and consist of one
or two party lines (so-called ‘channels’), to which all intercom stations
are connected, enabling the users to ‘talk’ and ‘listen’ simultaneously.

An auxiliary program input on the
master station and the dual channel
power supply, with selectable line or
phantom powered mic settings, feeds
auditorium program onto the intercom line. The input is electronically
balanced and switchable between line
or 30 V phantom powered mic level
inputs.

The user stations shall be powered by
an intercom power supply with builtin line impedance via the interconnecting cables. All interconnecting
cables shall be of the balanced microphone cable type, with connectors of
the XLR-3 type.

and, for each channel, trimmers for
sidetone adjustment.

All user stations shall have heavy
gauge steel or strong ABS housing
and high quality controls and connectors. All rack mount housings shall be
of the 19” format.

All power supplies shall be of the
switch mode type and may be connected to mains voltages from 100 240V AC (50/440 Hz). Power supplies
shall be fully protected and shall have
LED status indication for ‘power on’.

BASIC SERIES FEATURES
■
■

BASIC SERIES TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Strong ABS beltpacks for light weight and durability
Unique visual and audible call system with volume
trimmers
Powering for dynamic or electret headset mics as standard
Separate TALK- and CALL functions with large LED
indicators
Auto resetting switch mode power supplies
for 110/240 V mains
Proprietary frequency correction for high intelligibility
Automatic headset detection
Auxiliary program input

All intercom audio circuitry shall provide a dynamic range of 80dB and a
frequency range of 200 Hz to 13 kHz
(-3dB), power amplification for headsets of 400 mW into 200 Ohm and a
‘high intelligibility’ frequency correction system.

It shall be possible to connect any
headset, with a headphone impedance 50 ohms - 2K ohms and with a
dynamic or electret microphone.

The intercom system shall provide a
volume controlled input for balanced
auxiliary program audio signals.

All user stations shall have a CALL
system, offering both flashing visual
and audible signalling. Every channel
shall have its own CALL button and
CALL indicator on each station.

The intercom product range shall at
least embody: a two channel master
station with built-in power supply, a
single channel beltpack, a single
channel separate power supply, a dual
channel power supply and accessories
such as line sockets, line split boxes, a
CALL beacon, headsets and handsets.

All user stations shall have a volume
control of the audible CALL signal

The intercom system shall be the ASL
BASIC series.

BS 216 DUAL CHANNEL MASTER STATION

Type

Serial Number

B

B

A

A

Input Level

Intercom
HOLLAND

Intercom Line

Intercom Line

Micgain

TALK and CALL functions

Aux Program Input

The power supply is designed to be
able to safely drive 15 beltpacks BS
15, when each is driven to full volume. The BS 216 may be connected
to mains power 100V - 240V AC
(auto select) 50/440Hz

For each channel a TALK and a CALL
button is provided, both with a large
LED indicator.

A XLR-3 connector on the rear panel
allows access to the intercom lines
for external audio signals.
A volume control per channel is provided at the front panel.

Supplies
+ 30V
Phantom
Power
when Mic.
Input Level
is selected

AC Input voltage :

!

WARNING : THIS UNIT MUST BE EARTHED.
HIGH VOLTAGE INSIDE
DISCONNECT MAINS INPUT BEFORE REMOVING COVER.

90 - 240 V
50 - 60 Hz
USE 250V FUSES ONLY

Fuse :
Aux Input

T 1250 mA

(Rear panel)

BS 15

For each channel a headset volume
control is provided.

SERIES

Power Supply Section

Volume Controls

PUSH

Line
Mic.

BASIC

The BS 216 is a dual channel intercom station with a built-in power supply and AUX input for program signals. It is housed in a 19” steel case
and provides all the features necessary for a two channel communication system, in conjunction with the BS 15 beltpacks.

BS 181 SINGLE CHANNEL POWER SUPPLY
The BS 181 is a 1-channel power supply of the switch mode type, in a
steel case. It is capable of safely driving 15 beltpacks BS 15, when each
is driven to full volume. It provides all the features necessary for a simple communication system based on BS 15 beltpacks.

SINGLE CHANNEL
BELTPACK
The BS 15 is a portable 1-channel intercom station, housed in a strong
ABS case and provided with a belt clip. The unit is powered via the
intercom line by a BS 216 master station or a BS 181 / BS 286 power
supply.

TALK and CALL function
At the front panel, a TALK and a
CALL push button are provided.

Volume Control

BS 286 DUAL CHANNEL SEPARATE POWER SUPPLY

A headset volume control enables
the user to adjust the listen level of
the communication signals.

TALKPACKS
The BS 286 is a 2-channel switch mode power supply with AUX input
for program signals. It is housed in a 19”/1U steel case and is designed
to be able to safely drive 15 beltpacks BS 15, when each is driven to
full volume.

The BASIC series products are
also available as pre-packed
intercom systems:
TALKPACK 1

Aux Program Input
A XLR-3 connector on the rear panel
allows access to the intercom lines
for external audio signals.

On the front panel AUX signal volume
controls are provided, one for each
channel.

contains: one BS 181 power supply
and two BS 15 beltpacks

TALKPACK 2

TALKPACK 3

contains: one BS 181 power supply,
two BS 15 beltpacks and two HS2/D
headsets

contains: one BS 216 master station
and two BS 15 beltpacks
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PS 19M

ACCESSORIES

PS 630

PS 29M

PS 430

AUX

A

B

PS 680

C

D

E

F

PGM

PS

PS 230

19A

INTERCOM

6-CHANNEL INTERCOM NETWORK / PRO SERIES
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IS SERIES INTERCOM ACCESSORIES

IS 011 / IS 011A / IS 011B

IS 01

IS 02

Wall Boxes for intercom lines.
Surface or flush mounting.

Extension spiral cable with XLR-3 connectors, up to 3.5 m.

Headset extension cable with XLR-4
connectors, 3 m.

IS 026
Intercom line split box, two XLR-3
female into six XLR-3 male connectors.

IS 640/12
Matrix switch, assigns 12 intercom lines to 6 intercom channels (19"/1U)
Units can easily be interconnected by a flat cable allowing the user to extend the
number of intercom lines indefinitely.

IS 011D
Wall Box for six intercom lines and
two general purpose audio lines (tielines), with twelve XLR-3 male connectors and two XLR-3 female connectors.
The Box incorporates a three 8-pair
multicable link system.

IS 140

IS 640/18

Sound & Light CALL beacon, selectable
high volume buzzer with volume control
and large flashing lamp.

Matrix switch, assigns 18 intercom lines to 6 intercom channels (19"/1U)
Units can easily be interconnected by a flat cable allowing the user to extend the
number of intercom lines indefinitely.

HR-2/E Rugged

HS1/D - HS2/D

double muff, closed headset with noise
cancelling electret microphone (left or
right-side use), cable and XLR-4 connector.

Light weight, half open headsets. Double or single muff with dynamic microphone, cable and XLR-4 connector.

IS 03
Intercom handset with 'push-to-talk'
switch, spiral cable and XLR-4 connector.

PRO SERIES FEATURES

PRO SERIES TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

■ One, two, four, and six channel user stations
■ Strong ABS beltpacks for light weight or strong aluminium
beltpacks for durability.
■ Separate CALL and TALK functions with large LED
indicators
■ Unique visual and audible call system with volume
trimmers
■ Remote mic mute and buzzer (audio call) mute
■ Powering for dynamic or electret headset mics as standard
■ Headphone volume and dynamic range exceeds normal
industry standards
■ Extended frequency response and proprietary frequency
correction for high intelligibility
■ Individual sidetone and buzzer volume
trimmers at each user station
■ Auto resetting power supplies for 110/240 V mains
■ Auxiliary program inputs
■ Electronic switching
■ Automatic headset detection
■ Optional binaural headset operation for multi
channelstations

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
intercom line impedance
intercom line audio level
dynamic range
call send signal
call receive signal threshold
supply voltage
power interrupt time for mic mute

A current driven interconnect loop ensures
operator listening levels do not change as
stations are added or removed from the
network.
High power push-pull headphone amplifiers
provide an extensive dynamic range of
80dB over a frequency range of 200Hz to
15kHz. Proprietary frequency contouring
circuitry ensures high intelligibility for voice
communications.

HEADSETS
Headsets with dynamic or electret microphones can be connected as standard. The
mic gain can be adjusted internally to suit
all possible input levels, and a headset
detection circuitry ensures the mic pre-amp
is active only when a headset is connected.
Headset/Speaker volume controls enable
the user to listen to the communication signal at any required level and, at multichannel stations, at any required balance.

matically reset and full power will be
restored.

MIC. PREAMP
gooseneck microphone type
headset mic. impedance
gain
presence filter
frequency response
V electret mic
limiter range (gooseneck mic)

noise cancelling electret
200 ohms
40 dB - 60 dB (adjustable internally)
+6 dB at 5 kHz
200 Hz - 15 kHz (-3 dB)
+9 V DC
30 dB

HEADPHONES DRIVER AMP
max. load
max. output level

CALL
A combined visual and audio call system
covers light and/or sound sensitive environments. CALL buttons enable the user to
generate a call signal to each channel separately. An incoming or outgoing call signal
is indicated by a large red LED. If a CALL
button is held for more than 2 seconds, the
internal audio buzzer is activated. The volume of the buzzer can be trimmed or
muted.

TALK
Latching or momentary TALK buttons with
LED indicator enable the user to talk to one
channel only or to a number of channels
simultaneously. The MIC MUTE feature
allows station mics to be remotely muted.

max. output power

SPEAKER DRIVER AMP (PS 130/230/430/630)
speaker impedance
16 ohms
max. output power
1.3 W rms
SIDETONE
rejection

0 - 30 dB adjustable

BUZZER
max. SPL

100 dBA

AUX INPUT (PS 278/280/680)
input impedance
gain

phantom power

11 Kohms
0 dB (line level)
20 dB to 40 dB adjustable (mic level)
-20 dBu to +10 dBu (line level)
-60 dBu to -10 dBu (mic level)
+21 dBu (line level)
0 dBu (mic level)
+30 V DC (mic level selected)

PROGRAM INPUT (PS 630)
input impedance
nominal input level
max. input level

47 Kohms
-12 dBu to +6 dBu
+16 dBu

DIRECT MIC OUTPUT (PS 630)
output impedance
nominal output level
max. output level

50 ohms (balanced)
+6 dBu
+24 dBu

nominal input level

SIDE TONE
For each channel at each user station, a
sidetone trimmer is provided to adjust the
level of the users voice as heard over his
own headset or loudspeaker.

AUX PROGRAM INPUT
An auxiliary program input on the master
station and all power supply units, with
selectable line or phantom powered mic
settings, feeds auditorium program onto
the intercom line. The input is electronically
balanced and switchable between line or
30V phantom powered mic level inputs.

100 ohms
normal 17 V rms
binaural 2x 8,5 V rms
normal 1 W rms (at 200 ohms)
binaural 2x 0.2 W rms (at 400 ohms)

max. input level

POWER SUPPLIES
All the power supplies are fully protected
such that if there is a short circuit, faulty
wiring or a dangerous thermal condition,
power will be reduced and eventually shut
down. To indicate this condition a warning
LED will light up. Once the faulty condition
has been removed, the power will auto-

For applications that require it, interface
units are available allowing connection of a
PRO series intercom network onto a 4-wire
communication system, onto a telephone,
2-wire, system, or a connection to simplex
wireless systems

Note: 0 dBu defined as 775 mV rms into open circuit.
In keeping with our policy of continued improvement, ASL reserve the right to alter
specifications without further notice. This range of products was designed, developed
and produced by ASL Intercom BV, Utrecht, Holland.

SERIES

The PRO series of ASL Intercom
Products offers a complete and professional solution for any size of
network where a full duplex partyline communication system is required, that is based on a standard
balanced mic cable interconnect
system. The installation requires no
expert knowledge and a fool-proof
wiring concept with superior control layout allows easy installation
and comfortable operation.

circuit breaker delay time
automatic reset time

100 - 240 V AC 50/440 Hz autoselect
+30 V +/-2% DC
PS 278/280: 2 A continuous / 3 A peak
PS 680: 4 A continuous / 6 A peak
0.2 sec
3.0 sec

PRO

PRO SERIES INTRODUCTION

POWER SUPPLY
mains voltage range
DC output voltage
max. output current

350 ohms (1 kHz), 2.2 Kohms (DC)
nom. -18 dBu, max. +4 dBu
80 dB
2.8 mA
+2.4 V DC
+30 V DC (12 V to 32 V)
0.1 sec
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TALK and CALL functions
For each channel a TALK and a CALL
button is provided, both with a LED
indicator.

This series of three beltpacks are single or dual channel portable intercom stations housed in a strong aluminium case with a sprung metal belt clip. They are powered via the intercom party line from a PRO Series
master station or separate power supply unit. All electronic circuitry is based on surface mount technology,
offering maximum durability and ease of technical service.

PRO

Each beltpack is provided with a mic
mute circuitry, allowing a push button on PRO Series master stations or
power supplies to mute the headset
microphone.

AUX Program Input
(PS 19A M only)
A XLR-3 connector on the rear panel
is provided allowing an external program signal to be mixed into the
headset. It has its own volume control on the front panel.

Binaural Headset Connector
(PS 19A M and PS 29 M only)
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As an option, a XLR-6 headset connector can be fitted allowing the user
to route each channel to a different
headset can. For the PS 19A M this
allows the intercom signal to be
heard at the left headset can and the
program signal at the right headset
can.

SINGLE CHANNEL BELTPACK
WITH AUX PROGRAM
INPUT IN METAL CASE

PS 29 M

Mic Mute

SINGLE CHANNEL
BELTPACK
IN METAL CASE

PS 19A M

Headset volume control enables the
user to adjust the listen level of the
communication signals, and, for the
PS 29 M dual channel beltpack, to
individually adjust the listen level of
each channel in any required balance.

PS 19 M

SERIES

Volume Control

DUAL CHANNEL BELTPACK
IN METAL CASE

PS 19A

PS 19

SINGLE CHANNEL
BELTPACK WITH AUX
PROGRAM INPUT IN
ABS CASE

PS 29

SINGLE CHANNEL
BELTPACK IN
ABS CASE

DUAL CHANNEL
BELTPACK
IN ABS CASE

This series of three beltpacks are single or dual channel portable intercom stations housed in a strong ABS case with a sprung metal belt clip. The
operational features are the same as at the beltpacks in metal case. For all electronic circuitry, conventional (not surface mount) parts are used.

PS 278 DUAL CHANNEL MASTER STATION

provided. Routing switches allow
access to channel A, channel B, channel A + B, or to local headset only.

Binaural Headset Connector

The built-in power supply can safely
drive 20 beltpacks or 10 dual channel
speaker stations, or a combination of
the two.

provided, allowing the user to mute
the microphones of all connected PRO
Series user stations. When the PS 278
is turned on, all mics are muted automatically.

TALK and CALL Functions

Buzzer Mute

For each channel a TALK and a CALL
button is provided, both with a large
LED indicator.

The PS 278 is provided with an ALL
BUZZERS MUTE push button allowing
the user to mute the buzzers of all
connected user stations.

Volume Controls
For each channel a headset volume
control is provided.

Mic Mute
An ALL MICS MUTE push button is

AUX Program input
A XLR-3 connector on the rear panel
allows access to the intercom lines for
external audio signals. On the front
panel an AUX signal volume control is

As an option, a XLR-6 headset connector can be fitted, allowing the
user to hear channel A + AUX pro-

SERIES

Power Supply Section

gram signal on the left headset can
and channel B + AUX program signal
on the right headset can. By changing
the position of internally mounted
jumpers, it is also possible to get
channel A + B on the left can and
AUX program signal on the right can.

PRO

The PS 278 is a 2-channel intercom station with a built-in power supply,
housed in a 19”/1U metal case. It provides all the features necessary for
a two channel communication system, in conjunction with the PRO
Series beltpacks and speaker stations.

PRO SERIES ARCHITECTS
AND ENGINEERS SPECIFICATIONS
The intercom system shall be of
the full duplex type and consist
of one or more party lines
(so-called 'channels'), to which
all user stations are connected,
enabling the users to 'talk' and
'listen' simultaneously.
The user stations shall be powered
by intercom power supplies with
built-in line impedance via the
interconnecting cables.
All interconnecting cables shall be
of the balanced microphone cable
type with connectors of the XLR-3
type.
All user stations shall have heavygauge steel, aluminium or strong
ABS housing and high quality controls and connectors. All rack mount
housings shall be of 19" format.
All user stations shall provide automatic headset detection and reverse
power protection.
All intercom audio circuitry shall
provide a dynamic range of 80dB
and a frequency range of 200 Hz to
15 kHz (-3dB), high power amplification for headsets of 1 W rms, and
a 'high intelligibility' frequency correction.
All user stations shall have a CALL
system, offering both flashing visual
and audible signalling. It shall be
possible to centrally disable all audible CALL signals. Each channel shall
have its own CALL button and CALL
indicator on each station. All user
stations shall have volume control
of the audible CALL signal and, for

each channel, trimmers for sidetone adjustment.
All user stations shall have 'Mic
Mute' circuitry. A Mic Mute push
button on the intercom power supply shall enable the user to centrally
disable all microphones connected
to the user stations.
All 'Mic On'(Talk) switches shall
have three positions: 'on', 'off' and
'momentary on'. It shall be possible
to connect any dynamic headset
with headphone impedance 100
ohms - 2K ohms and with a dynamic or electret microphone.
All power supplies shall be of the
switched mode type and maybe
connected to mains voltages from
100 - 240 V AC (50/440Hz). Power
supplies shall be fully protected and
shall have LED status indication for
'power on' and 'overload'.
The intercom system shall provide a
volume controlled input for balanced auxiliary program audio signals.
The intercom product range shall at
least embody a two channel master
station with built-in power supply;
one and two channel beltpacks;
one, two, four and six channel
speaker stations; two and six channel separate power supplies, 6channel matrix switches, 4-wire and
telephone interfaces and
accessories such as line-sockets, line
split boxes, a CALL beacon, headsets and handsets.
The intercom system shall be the
PRO series of ASL Intercom.
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SINGLE CHANNEL SPEAKER STATION

DUAL CHANNEL SPEAKER STATION
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FOUR CHANNEL SPEAKER STATION
PS 430

PS 630

PRO

SERIES

PS 230

PS 130
SIX CHANNEL SPEAKER STATION

This series of speaker stations provide single, dual, four or six channel table top intercom stations, fitted with
an electret ‘noise cancelling’ gooseneck microphone and loudspeaker. The models with suffix ‘RM’ are identical except the gooseneck microphone is replaced with a small built-in electret microphone. For each type of
speaker station, a kit is available for 19” rack mounting (2U).

The speaker stations are powered via
the intercom party line from a PRO
Series master station or separate
power supply unit.

Master Volume
Control (PS 430/630 only)

Binaural Headset
Connector (PS 230/430/630)

To ease operation, a master volume
control is provided on the front
panel.

As an option, a XLR-6 headset connector can be fitted allowing the
operator to use the headset in a binaural function. By setting internally
mounted jumpers, each of the channels can be assigned to either the
left headset can, the right headset
can, or both headset cans.

TALK and CALL functions
For each channel a TALK and a CALL
push button is provided, both with a
large LED indicator.

Volume Controls
Speaker/headset volume controls
enable the user to adjust the listen
level of each channel in any required
balance. In addition, a speaker attenuation trimmer is available to set the
required dim level on the loudspeaker, when the gooseneck microphone
is active.

PS 130/230 in 19”/2U format

Mic Mute
A push button on PRO Series master
stations or power supplies allow the
user to mute the gooseneck or headset microphone.

Headsets
At a XLR-4 connector on the front
panel, headsets with dynamic or
electret microphones can be connected as standard. Mic gains for gooseneck and headset mic. can be adjusted internally.

Channel on/off function
(PS 630 only)
A channel can be switched off by
turning the listen level (volume) control of that channel counter clockwise. When a channel is switched off,
incoming calls will still be received.

PS 430/630 in 19”/2U format

Program Input (PS 630 only)
An electronically balanced input
allows volume controlled monitoring
of an external audio (program) signal. The Program Volume control
knob is on the front panel. The PGM
signal will appear on the headset can
or loudspeaker (local monitoring
only, the signal will not appear on
the intercom lines).

Mic Direct Out (PS 630 only)
The pre-amplified an electronically
balanced microphone signal is available at the rear panel, which may be
sent to paging systems.

PS 260(T) DUAL CHANNEL 4-WIRE AUDIO INTERFACE

This dual channel unit is housed in a
steel 19”/1U case and is powered via
the intercom party line from a PRO
Series master station or separate
power supply unit.

For each channel an input level control and an output level control are
provided on the front panel.
The inputs are electronically balanced,

Sidetone
Trimmers and Test Tone
For each channel, a two stage sidetone trimmer with test tone signal is
provided.

(Rear panel)

SERIES

Inputs and Outputs

the outputs are transformer balanced.
The PS 260T is identical to the PS 260
except that it has transformer balanced inputs.

PRO

The PS 260 is designed to interface an ASL intercom system to external
audio equipment or to a 4-wire intercom system. This allows fixed 4wire systems to be temporarily extended with ASL intercom stations, or
a 4-wire TV camera intercom can be connected directly onto an ASL network. Other applications for the PS 260 might be the injection of external audio signals into ASL intercom lines or monitoring of the intercom
signals by recorders or paging systems.

PS 150 SINGLE CHANNEL TELEPHONE INTERFACE
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The PS 150 is designed to interface an ASL intercom system to a telephone or 2-wire system and is used to allow communication between
an ASL intercom network and a standard telephone, or between two
ASL intercom networks via a telephone line.
This single channel unit is housed in a
steel 19”/1U case and is powered via
the intercom party line from a PRO
Series master station or separate
power supply unit.

Intercom Line Level Controls
Receive and send level controls are
provided on the front panel.

Telephone Line Controls
On the front panel are a ‘connect’
switch and a ‘hold’ LED indicator.

Sidetone
Trimmers and Test Tone
Two sidetone trimmers are provided:
■ a two stage trimmer which controls
the internal input/output separation of the intercom line
■ a trimmer which controls the inter-

nal input/output separation of the
telephone line.
The PS 150 has a built-in test tone
signal to aid side-tone adjusting procedures.

Headset
A XLR-4 connector on the front panel
allows a headset to be connected for
monitoring the side-tone adjusting
procedures.

PS 155 WIRELESS INTERFACE

(Rear panel)

The ASL PS 155 is designed to be a tabletop, single channel audio
interface between simplex wireless intercom systems and ASL partyline intercom systems. Special attention has been paid to the ease of
operation by the user, enabling the user to expand his intercom
system with a reliable and locally approved wireless intercom system.

Input / Output

Sidetone

CALL

PTT

Both in/outputs are transformer balanced.
In receive mode (RX) the audio from
the wireless system is send to the
wired intercom system. Its volume can
be controlled via a ‘Receive’ volume
knob. In transmit mode (TX) the audio
signal from the wired intercom system is send to the wireless system. Its
volume can be controlled via a ‘Send’
volume knob.

A three stage, high rejection, sidetone
circuit can be adjusted to maximum
setting using the built-in test tone
generator. This gives the user an optimum performance for all transmit
modes available.

Transmit mode can be enabled by
pushing any CALL button at the connected intercom units. All audio present at the wired intercom will be
broadcasted onto the wireless system.
The buzzers of all connected stations
are automatically disabled in this
mode.

Transmit mode can be enabled by an
external switch that can be connected
to the PS 155.

Three modes are available to switch
from receive to send. The users select
the most appropriate with a switch at
the front panel. These modes are:

VOX
Transmit mode can be enabled by an
audio detection circuit on the wired
intercom. The VOX circuit has a special frequency contouring circuit that
is optimised for the human voice. The
attack level and release time can be
adjusted at the front panel.

PRO

SERIES

PS 280 DUAL CHANNEL POWER SUPPLY

The PS 280 is a dual channel power supply in a 19”/1U metal case. It
provides all the features necessary for a 2-channel communication
system in conjunction with PRO series beltpacks and speaker stations.

AUX Program Input

connected PRO Series user stations.
When the PS 280 is turned on, all
mics are muted automatically.

A XLR-3 connector on the rear panel
allows access to the intercom lines for
external audio signals.
An AUX signal volume control for
each channel is provided at the front
panel.

Buzzer Mute
The PS 280 can safely drive 20 beltpacks or 10 dual channel speaker stations, or a combination of the two.

Mic Mute
The PS 280 is provided with an ALL
MICS MUTE push button allowing the
user to mute the microphones of all

The PS 280 is provided with an ALL
BUZZERS MUTE push button allowing
the user to mute the buzzers of all
connected user stations.
Type

Serial Number

B

B

A

A

Input Level

(Rear panel)
PUSH

Line
Mic.

Intercom

Intercom Line

HOLLAND

AC Input voltage :

!

WARNING : THIS UNIT MUST BE EARTHED.
HIGH VOLTAGE INSIDE
DISCONNECT MAINS INPUT BEFORE REMOVING COVER.

90 - 240 V
50 - 60 Hz
USE 250V FUSES ONLY

Fuse :

Micgain

Intercom Line

Supplies
+ 30V
Phantom
Power
when Mic.
Input Level
is selected

Aux Input

T 1250 mA

PS 285 DUAL CHANNEL BOOSTER POWER SUPPLY
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The PS 285 is designed for use as an auxiliary 2-channel power supply
unit, should the main power supply of an intercom network be insufficient to drive the required number of stations. The unit has to be placed in a network in such a way that it feeds its own group of user stations.
The PS 285 is housed in 19”/1U metal
case and is capable of safely driving
20 beltpacks or 10 dual channel

speaker stations, or a combination of
the two.

Remote controlled
Standby Mode

no line power (from the main power
supply) available at the input connectors. The PS 285 will not supply power
until the standby mode has been
released by providing line power at
the input.

This feature enables the user to activate or de-activate the PS 285 with
the power on/off switch of the main
power supply. The standby LED’s on
the front panel illuminate if there is

(Rear panel)
Type

Serial Number

B

B

A

A

Input Level

PUSH

Line
Mic.

Intercom
HOLLAND

Intercom Line

Intercom Line

Micgain

Supplies
+ 30V
Phantom
Power
when Mic.
Input Level
is selected

AC Input voltage :

!

WARNING : THIS UNIT MUST BE EARTHED.
HIGH VOLTAGE INSIDE
DISCONNECT MAINS INPUT BEFORE REMOVING COVER.

90 - 240 V
50 - 60 Hz
USE 250V FUSES ONLY

Fuse :
Aux Input

T 1250 mA

PS 680 SIX CHANNEL POWER SUPPLY

The PS 680 is a six channel power
supply in a 19”/1U metal case. It
provides all the features necessary for a 6-channel communication
system in conjunction with the
PRO Series beltpacks and speaker
stations.

Mic Mute

Remote Mic/Buzzer Mute

The PS 680 is provided with an ALL
MICS MUTE push button allowing the
user to mute the microphones of all
connected PRO Series user stations.
When the PS 680 is switched on, all
mics are muted automatically.

A 25 pin sub-D connector on the rear
panel allows the user to connect a
switchbox with push buttons for
remotely muting the mics or buzzers
for each channel separately.

The PS 680 is capable of safely driving 40 beltpacks or 20 dual channel
speaker stations, or a combination of
the two.

Buzzer Mute
The PS 680 is provided with an ALL
BUZZERS MUTE push button allowing
the user to mute the buzzers of all
connected user stations.

AUX Program Inputs, AUX
Matrix
Two XLR-3 connectors on the rear
panel allow access to the intercom
lines for two external audio signals.

On the rear panel, gain pots are provided for adjusting mic level signals.
Two AUX signal master volume controls (one for each AUX input) and an
AUX Matrix are provided at the front
panel, having two AUX signal volume
controls (input 1 and 2) for each
channel.

(Rear panel)

Base stations WS 200 and WS
400 (19”, 1U)

Interfacing to wired intercom

WS 400 FOUR CHANNEL WIRELESS MAIN STATION

SERIES

With switches on the rear panel of
the base station, each send/receive
unit may be routed to either the
built-in two channel (A and B ) partyline interface, or to 4-wire intercom
systems. Input and output volumes
can be adjusted by trimmers at the
rear of the base station.

Indicators
A LED will indicate the ACTIVE status
of a wireless connection. Other LED’s
will indicate the wireless connection
is routed to either channel A or to
channel B.

Sidetone & Power Supply
The sidetone can be adjusted by a
small trimmer at the front panel.
The internal power supply makes
sure that no additional power is
taken from the intercom line.

WS 200 TWO CHANNEL WIRELESS MAIN STATION
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Assigning wireless beltpacks
The send/receive unit is assigned by
matching the number of the rotation
switch on the front panel with the
number on the beltpack (maximum 8
Beltpacks in one location).

The WS 19 and WS 29 beltpacks are portable, single or dual channel, wireless, digital user stations.
It is housed in a strong aluminium case and is provided with a steel beltclip.

Volume control
On the front panel is a Volume control which adjusts the listen level of
the Beltpack.

The WS 29 has a mix control which
allows the user to listen to either
channel A, to Channel B and to both
channels at any required balance.

SINGLE CHANNEL
WIRELESS BELTPACK

Frequency range: 2.4 to 2.483 GHz
Channel bandwidth:
7 MHz
No of full duplex RF connections: 8
TX output power:
12 dBm
Receive Sensitivity:
-91 dBm
Audio sample rate:
24 ksps
Audio quality:
16 bits

WS 29

WS 19

Mix Control (WS 29 only)

GENERAL
HF SPECIFICATIONS

WIRELESS

The WS 200 contains 2 send/receive
units, the WS 400 contains 4
send/receive units, for full duplex
connections. A maximum of 8 full
duplex connections at one location is
possible.

The ASL wireless intercom system consists of single and dual channel wireless beltpacks and base stations
for 2 or 4 wireless connections. Special attention has been paid to the ease of operation, enabling the user to
expand his wired intercom system with a reliable and fully featured, wireless intercom section. The system is
based on the global license exempt frequency. Within the available band, ASL managed to establish a maximum of 8 wireless full duplex intercom connections. Each connection can be made with a single channel or a
dual channel wireless beltpack. Due to the audio frequency range of 100Hz - 12KHz the system is very comfortable to use for longer periods of time with an extremely high intelligibility of speech.

DUAL CHANNEL
WIRELESS BELTPACK

TALK and CALL functions

Power

A momentary or latching TALK button
and a CALL button with a light and
sound signal is provided, each with a
LED indicator.

The beltpack comes with a high
capacity, rechargeable, Ni-Mh battery
pack. This battery will last up to 8
hours of operation, it can be charged

inside the beltpack by the built-in
battery charger. A signal in the headset cans will inform the user of a
‘battery low’, or a ‘nearly out of
reach’ .

The ASL Cue Light system consist of one or more 12-channel Master Stations, the required number of Cue Light Receivers and a Preset Control
unit (optional). The connection between Master Stations and Receivers is made by standard microphone cable (two conductors and one shield)
with XLR-3 connectors.

THEATER

SERIES

TS 120 CUE LIGHT MASTER STATION

This 19”/2U unit contains 12 cue light channels, with an ‘All selected
channels GO’ and a ‘Clear’ push button. Each channel of the TS 120 has
an ATTN (attention) push button and a GO push button, accompanied
by a bi-colour LED that is red illuminated in ATTN mode and green illuminated in GO mode. The unit may be connected to mains voltages
from 100 - 240 V AC (auto select) 50/440 Hz.
(Rear panel)

Operating a channel
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TS 99 CUE LIGHT PRESET CONTROL
The TS 99 Preset Control is powered by the TS 120 via the interconnecting cable. It can hold a
maximum of 100 presets, stored
in non volatile memory. Each preset is a selection out of maximum 144 channels, obtained
when twelve TS 120 master stations are linked (see below). Each
preset has its page number,
which is selected and displayed
in the LED screen by using the
‘up’ and ‘down’ push buttons.

By pushing the ATTN button of a
channel on the master station, the
related ATTN LED on the master station and on the receiver starts blinking in a red colour. The addressed person may acknowledge the reception
of the attention signal by pushing the
ACKN (acknowledge) button on his
receiver. The red ATTN LED’s on both
the receiver and the master station
would now be lit continuously.
By pressing the GO button at the
master station the red LED changes
to green. The red ATTN LED on the
receiver extinguishes and the green
GO LED will be lit.

The ‘All selected channels GO’
push button
This button enables the user to simultaneously switch all the channels
which are in ATTN mode into GO
mode.

The ‘Clear’ push button
This button enables the user to clear
all channels which have been
switched to the GO mode, thus
simultaneously making all these channels ready (clear) for setting the next
cue.

TS 10 CUE LIGHT RECEIVER
The ATTN and GO push
buttons
These buttons activate the attention
and go modes for all channels stored
in the preset which is displayed in the
LED screen.

Programming a preset
By pushing the PROGRAM button, the
user sets the system in program
mode. This mode is indicated by a yellow blinking PROGRAM button and
allows the user to store and alter presets.

The Preset Preview button
By pushing this (momentary) push
button, the system goes into preview
mode. The user now sees on the master station all the channels which are
stored in a particular preset.

This ABS box has a large red LED indicating the ATTN (attention) signal
and a large green LED indicating the GO signal.
Linking two or more TS 120
Master Stations
Master Stations can be interlinked via
the D9 serial link connectors on the
rear panel. Linking for instance 2 stations, a 24-channel cue light system is
obtained. Up to 12 Master Stations
can be linked, thus offering a 144channel Cue Light system. For any
multi-channel system, only one TS 99
Preset Control is needed.

The ACKN (acknowledge) push button
enables the addressed person to
inform the operator at the master station that the attention signal has
been noted, at which moment the red
LED's change from blinking to continuously lit.
The TS 10 is powered by the TS 120
via the interconnecting cable, has its
XLR connector at the bottom and
comes with a wall mounting clip.

TS 2000 PAGING MASTER STATION

There are three different operating
modes: 'Program', 'Paging' and

'Emergency' mode. Internal control
logic manages operation modes,
source/destination selection, chime
triggering and the 'volume control
override' signal. For each mode the
output levels of the concerning signals can be adjusted by volume control trimmers on the front panel, separately for zone A and B.

Program mode
The unit operates in this mode after
being switched on and when there is
no signal present at the Emergency
input. The Program input signals are
routed to the outputs of the TS 2000.

Emergency mode
The Emergency signal is routed to
both outputs of the TS 2000. Program
and Paging signals are muted automatically. The Emergency signal output level can be adjusted by controls
on the front panel, separately for each
zone A and B. This operating mode is
enabled by the internal control logic,
when triggered by the presence of an
audio signal at the emergency signal
input or by an external switch.
In Emergency mode, a 19 kHz signal
is sent to the outputs of the unit. It
triggers the 'volume control override'
electronic circuitry (when installed) at
each connected paging speaker.

SERIES

The unit has Paging and Program signal inputs, as well as an Emergency
signal input. Each input is provided
with a limiter. Two balanced audio
signal outputs are provided to feed
(70/100V) amplifiers. In case of more
than two paging areas, additional TS
2000's can be linked.
The unit contains a digital chime,
which can be triggered by the push
button at the paging microphone console or (automatically) by an emergency signal which appears at the
unit. However, with a dip switch the
chime can be disabled for paging
and/or emergency operation.
The TS 2000 is available in either
115V or 230V +/-10% AC 50/60Hz
versions.

sole(s) or by other external switches.
The Paging input signal and the
Program input signals (mic and line)
are routed to the output of the TS
2000 as selected at the paging microphone console. Output levels of each
input signal can be adjusted (mixed)
by controls on the front panel, separately for each zone A and B. In
Paging mode, a 19 kHz signal is sent
to the outputs of the unit. It triggers
the 'volume control override' electronic circuitry (when installed) at
each connected paging speaker.
By pushing a paging button on the
paging microphone console, the builtin digital chime is activated and the
chime signal will be routed to the
selected output.

THEATER

The TS 2000 is a master station, designed for one way communication
to two separate circuits of paging speakers in for instance the lobby
and dressing rooms of theatres or TV studios.
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Paging mode

(Rear panel)

This operating mode is enabled by the
internal control logic, when triggered
by push buttons (one for each zone A
and B) at the paging microphone con-

PM2 / PM4 PAGING MICROPHONE CONSOLES
These consoles have a paging microphone and push buttons for area
select / mic-on. The push buttons may simultaneously trigger 'volume
control override' circuitry (when installed) at paging speakers and the
digital chime built into the TS 2000.

On the console a large LED is provided indicating whether the chime is
active and a large LED indicating
when the microphone can be used for
paging. The paging mic signal is fed
to the

TS 2000 via a microphone cable,
the paging control signals are fed to
the D9 connector at the TS 2000 via a
multiwire. The PM2 has two push buttons, the PM4 has four push buttons.

SPC PAGING SPEAKER CONTROL UNIT
This device may be connected to
70/100 V paging speakers, often
used in dressing rooms or other
artist/talent areas. It contains a
speaker volume control to adjust
the listen level of the Program sig-

nal and 'volume control override'
electronic circuitry, offering the
stage manager one-way communication, disregarding whether the listeners have turned down the level
of their local speaker(s).

SPECIAL

AUDIO

PRODUCTS

DI-010 ACTIVE DIRECT INJECTION BOX
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The ASL active DI-box is phantom
powered only and is designed to
satisfy the needs of professional
users, operating in the various
fields of the pro audio industry
such as Broadcast, Recording and
Sound Reinforcement. The unit is
comfortable and safe to operate,
it does not affect the quality of
the original signal path and the
output signal of the box is the
same as the original signal as far
as frequency response and
dynamic behaviour are concerned. By having a transformer
coupled DC-DC converter and an
output balancing transformer on
board, there is always 100% galvanic separation between the
input and the output of the unit.

(Output side)

(Input side)

Input Stage

Phantom Power

Housing

The input stage has two discrete FETs
and is protected against high voltage.
The HF filters are 12dB/octave and is
either switched off or switched to
operate at 8kHz or 4 kHz, disregarding the position of the attenuator
switch.
The input signal attenuator has three
positions (0dB, -15dB and -30dB) and
the attenuation circuitry does not
increase the residual output noise.

The status of the phantom power as
offered at the DI-box (usually supplied
by the input stage of the mixing console), is indicated by a green and a
red LED.

The DI-box is housed in a strong
metal box, covered with a plastic
'skin'.
This ensures the box can not make
conductive contact with metal housings of other audio equipment, possibly causing undesirable ground loops.

Output Stage
The box is provided with two (input
and loop-thru) 1/4" jack connectors,
an XLR-3 output connector, an attenuator switch, a HF-cut switch and two
LEDs which indicate the status of the
phantom power.

The maximum output level is +12 dBu
(at a 2K ohms load) and +9 dBu (at a
600 ohms load). Using a pair of transistors in the output stage, this
DI-box can easily drive a load as low
as 200 ohms, or a capacitive load. The
output signal is transformer balanced
and short circuit proof.

DC-DC Converter / Output
Balancing Transformer
A transformer coupled DC-DC converter (for the phantom power) and
an output balancing transformer (for
the output signal) together offer
100% galvanic separation between
(electronic) instruments or instrument
amplifiers and the audio mixing console, when connected to each other
via the DI-box.
In this technical concept thereis no
need for a ground lift switch.

TR-2 DUAL CHANNEL TRANSFORMER BOX

DI-010 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Input impedance

1M ohm to
>= 100K ohm
(depending on
attenuator position)

Max. Input Level

+10 dBu to +42 dBu
(depending on
attenuator position
and load)

Max. Output Load

> 200 ohms

Max. Output Level +9 dBu to +12 dBu
(depending on load)
Frequency Responce -3 dB / 40 Hz - 20 kHz
Harmonic Distortion < 0,1%
Noise

< -100 dBu

Filters

12 dB/octave

Power

Optimal performance
with phantom power
48 VDC.

(Output side)

(Input side)

Transformers are sometimes the only way to interconnect audio equipment safely and properly. The TR-2 is having transformers with professional (broadcast) specifications and all the required connectors.

The box is equipped with two high
quality line transformers which can
handle signal levels up to +26 dBu.
The transformers are housed in a
strong metal box, covered with a
plastic ‘skin’. This ensures the boxes
can not make conductive contact with
the metal housings of other audio
equipment, possibly causing undesirable ground loops.

Input Side
The input side is equipped with one
Neutrik Combo connector (stereo jack
+ XLR-3 female) and one RCA con-

nector per channel. The Combo and
RCA connector of one channel are
paralleled.

Output Side
The output side is equipped with one
XLR-3 male connector per channel.
The transformers are connected
between the two (input and output)
sides of the box. The presence of different connector types make matching
between different standards possible
(e.g. RCA or jack to balanced XLR, or
unbalanced XLR to balanced XLR).

Ground Lift
The ‘ground-lift’ switch has 3 positions. In the centre position the
‘grounds’ of the connectors on both
sides of the box are connected to the
metal pieces of the box and to the
screen of the transformers. In the
other 2 positions of the switch respectively one of both sides of the box is
‘ground lifted’ (the other side remains
grounded).

TR-2 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max Output Level

+ 26 dBu

Frequency Response 12 Hz - 40 kHz
Total Harmonic
Distortion

< 0.02% at any output
level up to 0 dBu
< 0.03% at any output
level up to +10 dBu

Insertion Loss

1.6 dB

Common Mode
Rejection Ratio

50 Hz: 78 dB / 1 kHz:
69 dB / 20 kHz: 42 dB

SP-01 SPEAKER POLARITY CHECKING SYSTEM

Impulse generator

movement of the loudspeaker by evaluation of the audible click. Depending
on the result a green (forward) or red
(backwards) LED on the front panel
will blink.

Bandfilter options
The impulse generator features five
bandfilter options to limit the click’s
frequency range to a relatively small

Power and on/off switches
Both the generator and the receiver
are powered by a 9V E-block battery.
The generator is automatically
switched on when a jack connector is
being inserted. Removal of the jack
will switch the unit off again. The
receiver features an on/off push button (momentary only) on the front
panel.

Acoustic receiver
This battery powered device will
determine the initial direction of the

PRODUCTS

This battery powered device may be
linked to any line level input of an
audio system by means of a 6.3 mm
jack output. It generates a ‘click’ to
come out of the loudspeaker(s) once
every second.

frequency area (Q factor 3) around
selected centre frequencies, being 100
Hz, 500 Hz, 1.5 kHz, 5 kHz and 10
kHz. When checking the polarity of
multiway speaker systems, this feature allows the user to effectively
eliminate interference from nearby
compression drivers or loudspeakers,
reproducing frequencies outside the
band of interest. The generator can
also be switched to ‘full range’.

AUDIO

The speaker polarity checking system
by ASL is an indispensable tool for
live sound engineers and others,
involved in working with or servicing
speaker systems. It provides a quick
and easy way to check on speaker
polarity and consist of two devices,
housed in strong ABS case:

SPECIAL

Loudspeaker polarity must be observed in order to get the best possible performance from a given speaker system.

ROXX 301 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER / LINE CHECKER
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RoXX-301 Features

The RoXX-Series 301 by ASL is a versatile professional stereo headphone amplifier for personal and portable use. The unit is battery powered
and accepts all commonly used audio signals: balanced and unbalanced
signals at microphone, line or speaker level.
The unit is especially useful for line
checking and testing equipment. It
can be used to monitor, boost and
even mix audio signals into a headphone. It can also be used by
instrumentalists and vocalists to practice through headphones. The unit is
able to amplify the signals to high
power levels at a minimum of power
consumption and noise.

Power / DC-DC converter
Power is supplied by four rechargeable batteries inside the unit or by an
external mains adaptor. The internal
DC-DC converter keeps the voltage
for the electronic circuitry at a constant level. When used with the mains
adaptor, the internal batteries are
automatically switched off.

Housing
The housing of the RoXX 301 is made
of aluminium, which gives it a good
RFI shielding. The housing is equipped
with a beltclip.

Headphone Outputs
Two headphones can be connected to
a 1/4” jack and a 3.5 mm mini jack at
the front of the unit. The ‘rail to rail’
power amplifiers can drive head-

phones to very loud levels. A built-in
stereo limiter prevents clipping of the
power amplifiers.

Balanced Signal
Input and Loop Thru
Two paralleled XLR-3 connectors
(female and male) accept balanced
mono signals of mic or line level. The
volume can be controlled by a single
knob with another knob for panning
the signal between the left and right
can of the headphone.

Unbalanced Signal
Inputs and Loop Thru
The unbalanced inputs consists of two
1/4” jack connectors. These connectors accept a mono jack for a mono
signal, two mono jacks (L + R) for a
stereo signal or a stereo jack for a
stereo signal. An extra jack connector
provides a stereo loop thru. These
high impedance inputs do not affect
the signal sources and they accept
line level signals. A 20 dB pad makes
it possible to even monitor speaker
signals. The volume is controlled by a
single knob with another one for balance. All inputs are protected against
over-voltage.

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

powered by (rechargeable) batteries or mains adaptor
optional internal battery charger pack
high SPL output with professional audio specs
low energy consumption
input for mono balanced signals + loop thru
inputs for unbalanced (mono or stereo) signals + stereo loop thru
input signals may be at microphone, line or speaker level
signal limiter avoids clipping of the output
inputs are protected against high voltage
1/4" and 3.5 mm jack headphone connectors
rugged housing with beltclip

RoXX-301 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency response
Balanced input
Unbalanced input

Total Harmonic Distortion
Equivalent Input Noise
Headphone output Impedance
Limiter Threshold
Limiter Range
Power

Maximum Headphone
Output power

50 Hz - 36 kHz (-3 dB)
40 Hz - 40 kHz (-3 dB)
< 0,3% (20 Hz - 20 kHz, 3 dB
below limiting)
-125 dBu (22 Hz - 22 kHz,
Rsource = 50 Ohm, max. gain)
< 2 Ohms, Short Circuit Proof
2,5V rms (10,4 dBu)
Balanced input 30 dB,
Unbalanced input 25 dB
Internal: 4x 1.5V AA-Battery or
4x 1.2V rechargeable NiCd or
NiMh AA-Cell External: 9 - 24 V DC
Supply Current (idle) 80 mA with
4x 1.5V AA-Battery
Battery Life 24 hours under normal
conditions with 4x 1.5V Alkaline
Batteries
320 mWatt (3.2 V rms) at R
load = 32 Ω

In keeping with our policy of continued improvement, ASL reserves the right to
alter specifications without further notice.

SPECIAL

AUDIO
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Control Section
With the Channel SELECT switch the
user can select one of the six channels for recording or playback. When
the switch is in the OFF position, all
controls are disabled.
RECORD GAIN sets the level of audio
signal sent to memory, for the selected channel. The START and STOP
switches control the start and finish
of the PLAY or RECORD process as
selected by the keyswitch. Recording
time at each channel can be of any
length with a maximum of 60 seconds. In loop playback only the
recording will be heard ('blank' time
is skipped)

Remote
Control/Memory Outputs
The multipin connector provides the
control inputs to remotely control the
loop playback function of each message, and also provides the transformer balanced audio message output for each channel. This is an identical signal to that appearing on the
output XLR connectors. The control
input requires an external switch contact closure (such as fader switch),
with continuous looped message
playback occurring when the contacts
are closed. On opening contacts, playback ceases and the message system
is automatically reset to be ready for
the next closure command.

V
50 - 60 Hz
Fuse :
T

mA

Remote inputs / memory outputs

Monitor Section
An internal headphone amplifier,
VOLUME control and SOURCE selector
switch allows local monitoring of
selected channel output messages or
the audio input signal during the
recording process. An OFF position
mutes the headphone signal. The 1/4"
(6.3 mm) jack socket provides connection for headphones with impedances
from 50 to 400 ohms.

6

5

4

3

Line
Mic

2

1

Memory outputs

input

(Rear panel)

DIS 600 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Mains voltage

100 - 125 V 60 Hz AC
210 - 250 V 50 Hz AC

Audio input
input
impedance

nominal
input level

max. input level
phantom power

Output Gain Section
Each channel has its own output gain
control and associated channel active
red LED, triggered by either a rear
panel multipin connection, or control
section switch.

Input Level

Supplies
+ 30V
Phantom
Power
when mic.
Input Level
is selected

serialnumber :

WARNING, DANGEROUS VOLTAGES INSIDE !

Unit set for

DIS 600

The DIS 600 is a unit which contains six separate "digital memory channels" that can record and playback audio signals up to a maximum of
60 seconds each. The audio signal may be used as a line identification
message often used in broadcast environments. Each unit has a remote
input to start the playback loop mode. As an option, the DIS 600 can be
fitted with 75 seconds or 90 seconds memory capacity.

intercom

PRODUCTS

DIS 600 DIGITAL IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM

30 kOhms
(balanced line level)
4.6 kOhms
(balanced mic level)
-12 dBu to 0
dBu (line level)
-32 dBu to
-8 dBu (mic level)
+16 dBu (line level)
-4 dBu (mic level)
+30 V DC (mic level
selected)

Input Connector
XLR-3 type input connector is electronically balanced and accepts audio
levels between -12dBu to +16dBu on
line level, and -32dBu to -4dBu on
mic level. When Mic level is selected,
30 V DC phantom power is automatically supplied to pins 2 and 3 of the
connector.

Memory Output Connectors
XLR-3 type output connector provides
the transformer balanced audio message output for each channel. This
signal is also duplicated on the multipin connector.

Headphone amplifier
max. load
max. output level

50 ohms
9 V rms (200 ohms)

max. output power

0.4 W rms
(200 ohms)

Memory
Memory channels
Maximum time
Frequency response

6
60 sec. (75 or 90 sec
optional)
500 Hz - 3.4 kHz
(at 60 sec. memory)

In keeping with our policy of continued improvement, ASL reserves the right to
alter specifications without further notice. This range of products was
designed, developed and produced by ASL Intercom, Utrecht Holland.

Features
■ Volume controlled, electronic balanced audio input (line level or phantom
powered mic level).
■ 'Channel active' LED indicator for each channel.
■ Transformer balanced, volume controlled outputs.
■ Headphone amplifier to monitor the output of each of the six channels or
the audio input.
■ Control section with a key operated play/record switch.
■ Illuminated START and STOP buttons.
■ Remote control input for each channel.
■ High quality multipin connector for fast and error free set-up.
■ Zero power data retention to eliminate the necessity for batteries or
backup power supplies.
■ 50 year message retention without power.
■ 100,000 record cycles
■ Frequency response 500 Hz - 3.4 kHz.

ASL INTERCOM BV
Zonnebaan 42, 3542 EG Utrecht, Holland
phone: +31 - 30 - 241 19 01 - fax: +31 - 30 - 266 73 73
E-mail: info@asl-inter.com - website: http://www.asl-inter.com

